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Olef‘in metathesis and ring-opening polymerizztion of r:?2clo-oIcfirzs; hy 1'. 
Drag&an, A.T. Balaban and M. Dimonie, John Wiley and Sons, NPW k-ork. 

1985. 5‘44 pages, X34.50. 

This is the English translat,ion of the second edition of a Rumanian work. 

This version is clearly considerably updated and expanded, since many of the 
references date from the period 1979-- 1982. Whilst mechanistic and theoreti- 
cal aspects of metathesis arc well discussed, t,he greatest. value of the work prob- 
ably lies in its extensive treatment) of the applications of metathesis. 

The first chapt.ers give a systematic account of metathesis catalysts. appro- 
priate reaction conditions and the various possible types of metathesis reactions. 
Chapter 4 details the ring opening polymerisation of cycloalkenes. an area 
which has seen many recent important developments. lhcrmodynamic and ki- 
etic studies are considered, followed by a long sectic>n on the det,ailed mec~l~a- 
nisms of various metathesis reactions. The treatment of the origins of st,erco- 
selectivity is somewhat more convincing for the ring opcntng kboiymerisation 
reactions than for metathesis of simple acyclic alkenes. The survey of applic.a- 
tions of metathesis is very {borough, and both this and the c~omprc~hcnsive 
tables with which the hook co!Icludes, provide the W&Y with UI’I:S~SS to a large 
amount of otherwise sonrt*what recondite Eastern EYlrri)pt~an and patent ii! rra- 
t,ure 

The emphasis provided by this work is somewhat different from that seen in 
most. recent reviews of the area. Heterogeneous catalysts and practical applica- 
tions arc emphasised and metathesis based polymerisations will scrutinised. 
Literature coverage is complt%c> up to the end of 1982, with a few papers from 
1983. The quality of the diagrams was somewhat~ uneven, wit>]? some cstrcmely 
unlikely looking bond angles, but the work is ot,herwise relatively error free. fn 
my copy at least, some of t-he printing, particularly of the schemes, was rather 
faint. Whilst this book could not, be recommended ad an ml.rctduction to a Ned - 
mm to this field, it provides a wealth of information rnvaluable t,o ang rll_ 
search worker in this important and developing arec, 

Gmelin handbook of inorganic chemistry, 8th Edition, Mn ----Manganese. Part 
04: Coordination Compounds 4) Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, New 
York, Tokyo. 1985, XV + 395 pages. DM 1313. ISBN 3-540-93513-1. 

This is the sixteenth volume which the Gmelin Institute has published con- 
cerning the chemistry of manganese (System No. 561, and the fourth of a con- 


